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ENCLOSURE THEOREMS FOR EIGENVALUES 
OF ELLIPTIC OPERATORS 

BY 

JOHN C. CLEMENTSC) 

1. Introduction. Let L be the linear, elliptic, self-adjoint partial differential 
operator given by 

n 

Lu = - 2 DfajDjUÏ+bu, % = ajU 

where Dy denotes partial differentiation with respect to xj9 1 <j<n9 b is a positive, 
continuous real-valued function of x=(x1,...,xn) in «-dimensional Euclidean 
space En, the a{j are real-valued functions possessing uniformly continuous first 
partial derivatives in En and the matrix {atj} is everywhere positive definite. A 
solution u of Lu=0 is assumed to be of class C1. 

Our purpose is to establish variational formulae for the eigenvalues and eigen-
functions of L for two specific perturbations. These are: the perturbation of En to an 
rc-disk Da of radius a, considered in §2; and the perturbation of the upper half-space 
Hn of En to the upper half of Da, Sa, discussed in §3. The boundary condition 
adjoined on the bounding surface of Da and Sa is 

(1-1) Bv = 0, 

where B is the linear boundary operator defined by 
n 

Bv — ax 2 CtijDjV COS (v,X3) + o2V 

and v denotes the outer normal to the bounding surface. It is assumed that the 
functions a± and cr2 are defined on the bounding surface, are piecewise continuous 
and non-negative, and that the sum a1 + a2 has a positive lower bound. 

Let Hl9 H2, Ha and Hs denote the Hilbert spaces which are Lebesgue spaces 
with respective inner products 

(w, v\ = u(x)v(x) dx, (w, v)2 = u(x)v(x) dx, 

(w, v)a = u(x)v(x) dx, and (w, v)s = u(x)v(x) dx, 
J Da J Sa 

and respective norms \\u\\l9 \\u\\2, \\u\\a and ||w||s. For x in En, \x\ denotes the usual 
Euclidean norm. The eigenvalue problem for L on En, 

(1-2) Lu — Xu9 ueHu 
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will be called the basic problem in §2. Similarly, the eigenvalue problem fori on Hn 

Lu — vu, ue H2, 
(1-3) ' 

Bu = 0 on the («-1) hyperplane P = {x \ x e En, xn = 0}, 

will be called the basic problem in §3. The corresponding perturbed eigenvalue 
problems will be defined in §§2 and 3. 

In general it is not true that the eigenvalues of the perturbed problems tend to 
limits as a -> oo, even when the spectrum of the basic problem is entirely discrete 
(see [4] p. 20). The only assumption required in order to obtain the enclosure 
theorems and representational formulae is that there exists at least one eigenvalue 
of the basic problem whose corresponding eigenfunctions satisfy some limit 
property. For example, Theorem I in §2 shows that if the eigenfunctions corre
sponding to the basic eigenvalue À of multiplicity m satisfy condition (2-2), then at 
least m eigenvalues of the perturbed problem (2-1) converge to À as the radius a of 
the «-disk tends to infinity. 

The principal difficulty in these estimation problems is in establishing a reason
able condition on the basic eigenfunctions so that the norm of the function 
f=Rau—au, constructed in Lemma 1, becomes small for large a. For example, 
in §2 this condition is characterized in terms of the "L-measure" (2-3) which is 
independent of the basic eigenfunctions. The method employed for the treatment 
of these problems is an extension of that used by C. A. Swanson [4] for the special 
case ax=0 and the results established here properly contain those in [4]. 

2. The perturbation of En to an «-disk. The perturbed eigenvalue problem is 

(2-1) Lv = [W in Da = {x \ \x\ <a, a>0}, v e Qia, 

where the perturbed domain 2a is defined to be the set of all complex-valued 
functions v such that: 

(i) v is twice continuously differentiate on Da; 
(ii) v and Dp, j = 1,...,«, are continuous at those points of 3Da={x\ \ x\ = a} at 

which <J1 and o2 are continuous and v satisfies (1-1) on dDa. 

The only assumption to be made here iŝ  that there exists at least one eigenvalue 
À of the basic problem (1-2) whose corresponding eigenfunctions u satisfy 

(2-2) {max |£w|}||g||a/||w||a = o(l) as a -> oo, 
dDa 

where g is the "L-measure" 

Lg = 0inD a , 
(2-3) * 

Bg = 1 on 3Da. 

It is known [2, 3] that for (2-1) there exists a denumerable sequence of eigen
values /xi5 0</x1</x2< ••-, and a complete orthonormal sequence of eigenfunc-
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tions {vt}, such that for some Robin function Ra(x, y) (Green's function of the 
third kind) 

Vi(y) = HiRaViiy) = IH Ra(x, yMx) dx 

and any basic eigenfunction u satisfies LRau=u in Da. Ra is constructed in the 
usual way as the sum of a fixed fundamental solution and the solution of a par
ticular Robin problem. The following notation will be used : 

Uu)=={m^\Bu\}\\g\\J\\u\\a (i/^O), 

i[>a = sup i/ja(u), 

ueAA 

Pa = tyalil-^a), 
where AK is the eigenspace associated with the basic eigenvalue A of (1-2). Since 
every u e AK has the representation w=2fc=i aiut *n terms of an orthonormal basis 
{ui}9 where the basic eigenvalue À is of multiplicity m, 

0a(w) < m max 0fl(i/,) 

and it follows from condition (2-2) that $a = o{\) and pa~o{\) as a -> oo. 

LEMMA 1. For «=1/A 

(2-4) |! i?aw — au || a < «0a || « || a for every ue AK. 

Proof. The eigenvalues of (1-2) are positive. In fact, if A<0 for some A, the 
maximum principle ([1] p. 326) implies that the eigenfunction u corresponding to A 
approaches its maximum as |x|->oo. This contradicts ueL2(En) and w^O. Let 
a = 1/A SLYidf=Rau — au. Then for every u e A^fis a solution of 

Lf=0inDa9 

Bf= -aBuondDa, 

and 

f(y) = ~ a \ Ra(x, y)Bu dSx for every y e Da. 
JôDa 

Then 

\f(y)\ < «{max \Bu\) f Ra(x, y) dSx = «{max \Bu\}g(y) 
dDa JdDa dDa 

for every y e Da, where g is the solution of (2-3). Hence 

||/||fl = \\Rau-«u\\a < «{max \Bu\}(\\g\\a/\\ula)\\u\\a 
oDa 

for every u e AA, and this proves the lemma. 
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THEOREM 1. Let X be an m-fold degenerate eigenvalue of(1-2) whose corresponding 
eigenfunctions satisfy (2-2). Then there exists a positive number a0 such that at least 
m perturbed eigenvalues ^(a) of (2-1) are enclosed in the interval [A, A-f pa] whenever 
a>a0 and converge toXas a-> oo. 

Proof. Since pa=o(l) as a->oo, there exists an a0 such that pa<l for every 
a > a0. Let Fae be the subspace of Ha generated by all the eigenfunctions of Ra whose 
eigenvalues ft = 1/^ lie in the interval |/3-a| <€. Let P(e) be the projection of Ha 

onto Fa€. Then \\u—P(€)u\\a<e~1\\Rau — au\\a for every u e AK by ([5] p. 33), since 
the integral operator Ra is a self-adjoint linear transformation on Ha. By Lemma 1, 

\\U-P(€)u\\a < O^^-^lttlla 

for every u e Ax. Thus, by ([5] p. 35), there are at least m eigenvalues ft contained 
in the interval |j84 — a\ <ai/ja, i=l, 2 , . . . , or, more precisely, the interval |/Xi —A| 
^ ^ a - Since Da c En, it follows by the minimax principle for eigenvalues [1] that 
m > À for every /. Hence, À < ^ < X+/x^a, or 

A < iit < X/(l-ifja) = A + pa, a > a0, 

for every /= 1, 2 , . . . , and the thorem is proved. 
The following result is a simple consequence of Theorem 1 and the minimax 

principle for eigenvalues. 

THEOREM 2. Let X be as in Theorem 1. If there exists a basic eigenvalue exceeding 
A, then there is a positive number a1 > aQ such that exactly m perturbed eigenvalues ^ 
are enclosed in the interval [A, X + pa] whenever a >a±. 

Let 

where p=p(n) is a positive number with p(2) = 0, p(3) = 0 and 0<n — 2p<4. In 
order to establish uniform estimates for the perturbed eigenfunctions, it is assumed 
that 

$lka(x) = o(l) as a -> oo (q = (n-2p)/n) 

uniformly for all x e Da. 

THEOREM 3. Let u{ be the orthonormal eigenfunctions corresponding to the m-fold 
degenerate eigenvalue X of Theorem 2, and v\ those corresponding to the m perturbed 
eigenvalues /xi5 /= 1 , . . . , m. Then 

Vi(x) = ulx) -f(x) + 0(#[)fca(x), i = 1 , . . . , m, xeDa, a > al9 

where f is the solution ofLf — O in Da, Bf — BUi on 8Da. 

Proof. Let e = a — a in (2-4) where a = 1/A and a' = 1/A'. It follows from Theorem 
2 that aipa<e for a>a±. Then Fac is m-dimensional by Theorem 2, and |]w — 
P(e)u\\a< \\u\\a implies that w=0 if P(e)u=Oy ue AK. Therefore, m uniquely deter-
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mined linearly independent eigenfunctions zt corresponding to a are mapped by 
P(e) into the orthonormal functions vt. By (2-4), \\zi — vi\\a=0(ilja). Let {wf} be the 
orthonormal sequence constructed by the Schmidt process as linear combinations 
of the Zj. Then \\ui — zt\\a = 0(i/ta) and 

(2-5) h - * i | « = <Wa), f= l , . . . ,m. 

Let u be an element of {#,} and r the corresponding element in {t;f}. Then by Theorem 
2 and (2-5) 

||f«>-A!i||fl < /x||^w||a + (^-A)||w||a = 0(<£a). 
Let 

Wa(x) = ( { L .4 , + L6 y^y\'2p\^y^Xu^\2>> ^)1/2' 
where dô is the «-disk with centre x and radius 8. If we choose S = */»a/n we obtain the 
uniform estimate vt>a(x)=0(#Q, where 0<q=(n-2p)/n<4/n. It is asserted that 
XRau(x) gives a uniform estimate for v(x), since 

(2-6) |i<x)-XRaK(*)| = \Ra(tiv(x)-\u(x))\ < ka{x)wa(x) = 0(#i)fca(x). 

The function 

(2-7) £(*) = XRau(x) - u(x) +f(x) 

is the solution of Lg=Q in Z>a, J?£=0 on dDa. By ([3] p. 97), L is positive definite on 
2a. Hence £=0 in Da and the theorem follows from (2-6) and (2-7). 

Let u and v be as in Theorem 3. By assumption there exists c2>0 such that 
o-i + G2 > c2. Let o)x be the set of points of dDa on which ax > c2/2 and œ2 the set on 
which a2>c2/2. Then dDa = w1 u co2 and we can write Green's symmetric identity 
in the form 

(Lu9v)a-{u,Lv){ 

(2-8) 
= (\M 2 %-Oŷ  c o s (v> x 0 5 w ^ - (V/<TI)BU dS = {wt;}a 

Since w and # are as in Theorem 3, {wy}a=(A-ju,)(w, v)a and from (2-5) |(w, v)a 

-(v,v)a\=0(<pa). Hence 

(2-9) A-^ = {m;}a(l+0(«). 

Let /be the solution of Lf=0 in Da, Bf=Bu on #Da. Application of (2-8) to 
Lf= 0, Lv = jo; and Lw=Xu gives 

(2-10) - t f / i !»«={>}« «{«*}. 

and 

(2-n) -A(/;t/)a = {/w}a. 
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By (2-9) and (2-10) and the fact that p=A+O(0fl), 

A-f* = A(/,t;)a(l + O0£a)). 

Finally, application of Theorem 3 and (2-11) gives the following asymptotic 
formulae for the perturbed eigenvalues 

A-M = ( W a + ^ , M l + 0 ( W ) + 0 ( « ) ( / ; U . 

An Example. Let L be given in E2 by 

Lu = — A2w+(;*? +x2+2)w, 

where A2 = D\ + Z>1, and let ax = G2 = 1 in (1-1). 
L is an operator of the Schrôdinger type with potential function V= {x\ + x\ + 2). 

By the method of separation of variables we obtain the orthonormal eigenfun-
functions 

un,m = («!m!2w +-)-1 /2^n(x1)Fm(x2)exp(-(x1 + x2)/2) 

corresponding to the eigenvalues \=2(n + m) + 4, (n,m = 0, 1,...), where Hn{x^) 
denotes the Hermite polynomial of degree n in x±. After a routine transformation 
to polar coordinates (r, 0) and separation of variables we obtain 

g = (a+iy1exp((F*-a*)l2) 

for g in (2-3) and it follows easily that (2-2) is satisfied for every un>m. 

3. The perturbation of Hn to Sa. Let Hn be the upper half-space of En, 
Hn={x\xe En, xn>0}. Sa={x \ x e Da n Hn) and the boundary of dSa, Sa, can 
be expressed as the union of two disjoint sets Aa and Ca, where Aa={x\ xeEn, 
xn = 0, \x\ <a} and Ca={x\ x on dDa n i / n } . It may be noted that it is not necessary 
to restrict the domains to half-spaces and half-disks. It can easily be verified that 
the results indicated in this section would also apply to any solid «-cone Jn in En 

perturbed to the solid spherical cone Jl=Jn n Da. 
The perturbed eigenvalue problem to be considered here is 

Lw = yw in Sa, w e @s, 

and the perturbed domain @s is defined as S>a with v replaced by w and Da by Sa. 
Forn> 1 in this domain perturbation it is not possible to characterize the condition 
on the basic eigenfunctions u in terms of the "L-measure" g. Therefore, it is 
assumed here that there exists at least one eigenvalue 17 of the basic problem (1-3) 
whose corresponding eigenfunctions satisfy 

WIs/IMIs = o(l) asfl->oo, 

where h is the solution of 

Lh = 0 i n S a , 

Bh = Bu on Ca, Bh = 0 on Aa. 
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Then setting 

U») = \\h\\J\\u\\, (a # 0), 

fa = sup fa(u) 
ueAfi 

and 

Ps = # s / ( l - ^ s ) 5 

where 7̂7 is the eigenspace associated with the basic eigenvalue rj, theorems 

analogous to Theorems 1, 2 and 3 of §2 can be obtained for this perturbation. 
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